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SCULPTURAL
INSPIRATION

Provide a bold architectural statement that
promotes a sense

of place.

Show an interactive and more

creative approach to design.

Blur the boundary between object and
setting.

APPLICATION

Incorporate sculptural elements into
healthcare interiors.
Utilize unique black and white materiality
throughout design
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SCULPTURAL
WOOD
Introducing sculptural elements into
healthcare interiors can be a welcomed break
from normal clinical environments.

The Care Implant Dentistry Facility,
designed by Pedra Silva Architects, is a stateof-the-art dental practice located in one of
Sydney’s most emblematic streets. The clinic is
organized into two distinct areas partitioned
by a structure composed of suspended wooden
blades, physically separating the zones while
still maintaining a visual connection. These
wooden planks start with narrow members and
then widen, helping to also conceal structural
elements. The remaining space of the clinic
is arranged around a central corridor that
connects all areas of the dental clinic, from
examination areas, surgeries, client areas and
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technical spaces.
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SCULPTURAL
BLACK AND WHITE
Introducing sculptural, monochromatic
elements into healthcare design allows the
creation of functional, aseptic and neutral
spaces that are also sophisticated and
memorable.

The Clinic in Barreiro, also designed by Pedra
Silva Architects, aims to be an extremely unique
space. A white undulating corridor leads users
from the reception area into an the waiting
area which functions as the Clinic’s core. The
space is characterized by an absolute absence of
color, placing emphasis on its varying patterns,
opacities, transparencies and materials. The
clinical areas are white, bright and sterilized,
so in the public areas all reference to such
clinical environments was removed, with the
use of dark, glossy materials.
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INSPIRATION

Reference surrounding vernacular

architecture for design inspriation.
Convey rhythm and repetition in facade
details.
A renewed interest in

texture and senses.

Showcase colors to facilitate healing.

APPLICATION

Incorporate repetitive window elements to add
character to healthcare facilities.
Provide bold patterns within interior.
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PATTERN

EXTERIOR
Color and patterns in healthcare design can
create a welcoming and pleasant atmosphere
for patients.

Rigshospitalet, Denmark’s leading hospital,
recently inaugurated its new Patient Hotel,
designed by 3XN Architects. The 7,400m2
building is an open, supportive and comfortable
environment for patients. The building appears
as two stacked, juxtaposed ‘Vs’, establishing
a clear visual separation between the two
programmatic functions. The facade appears
as a horizontal relief clad with light natural
stone, Jura Gelb, adding strong character to
the building while also allowing the building
to shade itself. The interior also boasts an open
atria, offer ample access to daylight.
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PATTERN

INTERIOR
Tile pattern motifs in healthcare design create
distinctive aesthetic and can reference a clinic’s
surroundings for influence.

Ren Pepe Arquitetos, an architecture firm in
Portugal, transformed this old office building
into a Dental Clinic in Porto. The city’s many
tiled frontages served as an inspiration for the
clinic, with the interiors boasting triangular
patterns to the walls, furniture, and doors. The
triangles are made of three materials, plaster
wall, PVC panel and typical Portuguese wool
textile known as Burel, which also helps to
absorbent of noise, odor and dust. In the waiting
room, indirect illumination lamps are integrated
within the windmill pattern on the walls, while
custom benches incorporate a triangle pattern,
applied even to the stitches of the cushions.
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PATTERN

INSPIRATION
Design to empower the user.
Create a

relaxed and tranquil

environment.
Incorporate clean lines and fluidity.
Achieve simplicity in design.

APPLICATION

Form a connection between the user and
nature, facilitating the healing process.
Design faculties with a simple layout and
large windows to the outdoors.
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THERAPEUTIC
Healthcare facilities are beginning to incorporate
unconventional designs; focusing on
empowering the user and promoting the spatial
experience.

The Therapeutic Pools for the Esperanza

School, designed by FUSTER + Architects and
located in central Puerto Rico, is a facility used
children with physical disabilities between the
ages of 5 and 16 years old. The design is centered
around multiple skylights, creating a unique
space where natural light constantly transforms
the atmosphere inside. Every pool is treated as
a courtyard; a prototypical Puerto Rican design
element rooted in the colonial and vernacular
architectures of the island. The cylindrical
shapes and curves of the project accentuate the
introverted and tranquil character of the space,
creating a relaxed and welcoming atmosphere
for the therapies to occur.
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ACCESS TO NATURE
Monochromatic interiors in healthcare design
allow for high contrast and serene spaces, while
seemingly simple gestures like higher ceilings and
large windows to the outdoors can create spaces
that are relaxed and tranquil.

This orthopedic surgery clinic, designed by
Akiyoshi Takagi & Associates, is the site of former
farm at an intersection of two major roads.

Tanaka Clinic follows the curved path of the
road, keeping the farmland as visible green-space
from inside the clinic. The gentle curve and
undulation of this green belt ensures privacy as
a “buffer zone” between those inside and outside
the clinic, and also creates a lush open park
space. The clinic is composed of various rooms,
including rehabilitation rooms and exam rooms,
ranging in size from large to small. Outside of
the rehabilitation rooms is a tree-lined grove,
offering a tranquil place to enjoy the changing
seasons.
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All photos and content used with Permission
Designers featured:

• FUSTER + Architects
• Pedra Silva Architects
• 3XN
• Ren Pepe Arquitetos
• Akiyoshi Takagi & Associates
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